Desert Song
---Laying in the desert, melted land. I wished I could just raise my hand.
Exhausted body, no one here. There’s no place even for fear.
I`m in the desert. Still, I got nothing to hide. No.
I already made up my mind. I got to do so. In the [scanty] sandland, lost +
lonely being left behind. The point that matters, a glass of water, my best
friend. Not around, not at hand. No.
But I got it right. I’m ready to leave that side by giving up the fight. I`m
going to do it right. Heaven waits for me, I believe that H eaven waits for me.

---A scorpion offers me an affair: `Forget about any oasis somewhere, boy,
you’ve already made up your mind. You’re to weak to live + too strong to
die. Listen, I can be a helping hand for you. Ohoo, gimme a couple of
seconds, right now.´ [Piano Melodie] Nooooo !
Nope, thanks a lot. Just keep it. If you want to victimize me, forget it. I’m in
the desert, I know, ready to take a ride into + beyond the deep blue sky.
Yes ! And Heaven waits for me, I hope. Heaven waits for me.
Yes, I believe. ’Guess, there’s only a Heaven. That’s what I like to see.
What I hope, I’ll see. // A wish granting fairy or water not around. Aha,
I`m pretty much outbound, yeah.
Remembering the sparkling years. I feel another night appears.
The loneliness gets master of my mind.
Twelve hours seeing + twelve hours blind.
Just a whisper in the air, sounds like it’s questioning me: is it fair?
Yes, no - depending on how you weigh it.
The point that matters, a glass of water, my best friend.
Not around, not at hand. [Piano Melodie]
I got it right. I’m ready ! I’ll give up the fight. I’ll do it right.
Heaven waits for me, as I believe.
There’s only Heaven waiting for me. Or bring me some water - can’t you see !
[Piano 2 Bassläufe]

Hey, welcome back to life. The refreshing water ’s poured
(flowing) just for you. Solo Hey, welcome back to life… Here it is. So,
come on, the scorpion is gone. Here is your water. Drink your water.
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